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IMPROVING VENDOR VALUE THROUGH THE RECON PROCESS

START NOW
For many dealers, the weakest link in achieving the best time-to-line (T2L®)  reconditioning 
outcome lies outside their organization — it lies with your vendors and sublets. 

If you consider the events that cause frustration in business relationships like this one, aren’t 
miscommunications, missing information and over-promising all core to missed opportunities? 

Tracking and managing the flow of cars to and from vendor and sublet services is 
traditionally a patchwork of phone calls, runners and missed opportunities. Individual 
agendas, differing work disciplines and competing priorities create a lack of visibility and 
control over the vendors who service your business — drawing optics only when egregious 
issues or a disaster come to light.

SIMPLE STEPS
Dealers looking for a more 
streamlined and productive working 
relationships with their reconditioning 
vendors can set that result in action 
today. The following soft touches will 
make your vendors more responsive 
to your needs: 

1. Pay on time. Most vendors are 
owner-operators and run on tight budgets. 

2. Establish consistent communications. Agree on a communications channel that  
best fits the need and stick with it. 

3. Stage vendors’ work. Give them access to work-in-progress status, repair  
approval and urgency updates.

4. Nail it down. The lot at the dealership where I worked covered 
22 acres. Lot size aside, establish specific and consistent vehicle 
pick-up and delivery locations for your vendors. You don’t need 
vendors burning time looking for your cars when they could be 
repairing them. 

5. Stage purchase orders. Have purchase orders ready in advance 
and cut out the time lost when vendors have to run around to 
various individuals before they can even start work. 

6. Show compassion. Keep snacks and drinks on hand for vendors 
who work on site. Make your business a place where your 
vendors want to work, not the pain in the backside that’s always 
beating them up and calling in emergency repairs.

1  “Time to Line” and “T2L®” describe the time a dealer is taking to get cars from auction, private sales and trade-ins 
through reconditioning and ultimately sale-ready. Best practice T2L is 72 hours. Vendor responsiveness helps or hinders a 
dealer’s T2L goal, and thus inventory turn, sales volume and profit per car.
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TODAY’S TAKEAWAYS
3	Harmonize vendor relations for mutual value 

3	 Integrate and share your critical reconditioning process, reporting and workflow steps

3	Clarify and expedite communications, including work approvals

3	 Improve mutual time-to-line and speed-to-sale results for enhanced teamwork 

3	Confirm value to each other’s organization

“Getting answers, giving instructions or alerting a vendor to a new job doesn’t 
even take a phone call. That step is in our recon software and is pushed to the right 
vendor. By including them in this workflow process, we’re not only controlling the 
speed of our internal employees but also those of the vendors we use.” 

–  Denim Simkins 
 Service Director, 
 Performance Ford, Bountiful, Utah 

THE MISSING PIECE IN RECON SPEED
With profitable vehicle reconditioning 
results measured as a matter of just hours,  
dealer-vendor workflow efficiency either 
contributes to faster time to line or allows  
time delay and holding cost erosion. 

Dealers have long looked for a way to 
manage this vendor workflow, but paper 
and pencil and spreadsheet tools have 
fallen short. 

Now, though, a new tool from 
Rapid Recon is the ultimate vendor 
management tool. This free solution, 
Vendor Advantage, incorporates vendors 
into the dealer’s Rapid Recon software. 
This brings the vendors’ value into the 
dealership’s entire time-to-line spectrum in 
powerfully productive shared ways.

This energetic speed to sale means better customer engagement and lead conversion.
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This brief video runs quickly through how to get the most from 
vendor relationships.

This video is embedded for pdf viewers. If you are unable  
to view the video, please copy this link into your browser: 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zCOXpfeRfEE&feature=youtu.be
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INTRODUCING VENDOR ADVANTAGE
A NO-CHARGE ADVANCED NEW FEATURE FOR CURRENT AND NEW RAPID RECON USERS.

Vendor Advantage creates robust, precise, and confident two-way communications 
and line-of-sight relationships between auto dealers and their vendors.

Both leverage the same robust data to remove workflow bottlenecks, speed 
decisions, and improve recon time to line that drives speed-to-sale results.

KNOW IT.
Control and accountability for 
assigned vendor activities

FIND IT.
Manage vendor effi ciency to help 
drive your speed-to-sale standard

SELL IT.®

Accelerate approvals and throughput, 
so cars are frontline-ready faster

THE EFFICIENCY STANDARD IN 
DEALERSHIP RECONDITIONING 
PROCESSES AND SPEED TO SALE. APPROVED!
Know it. Find it. Sell It. 
is a registered trademark of 
Rapid Recon, Inc.
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“Vendor Advantage puts the burden on our vendors to know where our cars are 
in their processes at any moment, so they are increasingly reducing the time they 
need, which helps us get cars frontline ready faster – and sales teams with access 
into the workflow quickly answer questions about when a car will be ready for an 
interested customer.” 

–  Gordy Peterson 
 New and Used Inventory Manager, 
 Luther Hopkins Honda, Hopkins, Minnesota

This new dealer-vendor communication and coordination tool creates unparalleled 
transparency, accountability and communication between parties. This trifecta provides 
a high-efficiency level by eliminating the chase and uncertainty commonly found in the 
dealer-vendor relationship.

Vendor Advantage connects dealers and all their vendors with a vendor-only portal into 
their Rapid Recon workflow system. Vendors see and manage only the vehicles and 
assignments assigned to them by the dealer. 

Software like this is but a tool — a profitable tool for dealers and vendors. Dealers making this 
benefit available to their vendors see value immediately.

Vendor Advantage is a new and no-charge feature upgrade to the popular Rapid Recon 
workflow system, the next stage in reconditioning management. 

The Reconditioning Process

Acquired

T2L®

(Time to Line – from ACQUISITION to FRONTLINE)

ADR
(Average Days in Recon –  

from INSPECTION/APPROVAL to FRONTLINE)

In-Transit Inspection/ 
Approval

Service Parts Hold Sublet/
Body Shop

Detail/ 
Photos

Frontline

–$

Sale

Speed to Sale
(The management between ACQUISITION and SALE of the vehicle)

The Three Key Metrics of Profitable Reconditioning include the over-arching speed factor (how quickly can you sell 
a car from the time you buy it) to T2L (a speed measurement in clock time, from acquisition to sale-ready) and ADR 
(the actual clock time internal and vendor technicians work on your cars to get them sale-ready). ADR is actual 
“touch” time. 
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BEST-IN-CLASS VENDOR WORKFLOW 
Now, provide vendors with just the right detail 
and only the information relevant to them.

• Vendor-assigned work, including urgent 
work, is visible and waiting for approval 
on desktop or mobile devices.

• Those vehicles can be found — and 
delivered — detailed and specific; no 
more, “Where are my cars?”

• Immediate estimate and repair photo 
submission, with dealer approval, is 
delivered electronically. 

• Because this new feature is available 
on both mobile and desktop platforms, 
vendors aren’t tethered to a desk. 

• Unlike email or text messaging, with 
Vendor Advantage each vehicle 
assigned has its consolidated thread with 
records easy to find — and they’re stored 
electronically for years to come.

Now you can assign work and change-order 
directions — and coordinate it all — instantly, 
routing of work up and down the dealership’s 
workflow — including with outside vendors 
and sublets — in real-time.

“If somewhere in the chain someone needs to reflect on what’s been done to 
the individual car – or look at historical technician notes about a vehicle – that 
information is always available and accessible to the dealer and access- 
approved vendor alike because Vendor Advantage is app-based.” 

– Gordy Peterson 
 New and Used Inventory Manager,  
 Luther Hopkins Honda, Hopkins, Minnesota
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A RECON STIMULUS SHOT 
Rapid Recon’s Vendor Advantage provides the tools necessary to turn your vendors into 
partners. An enhanced level of transparency, accountability and communication brings 
your vendors into the information fold as if they were working at your dealership full time. 
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By providing vendors need-to-know details within the dealer’s Rapid Recon workflow system, Vendor Advantage helps 
vendors locate, work on and return vehicles efficiently to the dealer’s designated drop-off/pick-up locations, improving 
T2L outcomes for vendors and their clients.

NOW WOULD BE A GOOD TIME TO LEARN MORE: 
https://www.rapidrecon.com/vendor-advantage/

This productivity booster:

• Completes the Accountability Circle — All events affecting T2L have 360-degree 
accountability. Dealers control sublet performance, ensuring proactive management 
that supports the dealership’s speed-to-sale objectives. 

• Clarifies and Expedites Communications — Immediate workflow updates and 
communication tools are put into the vendors hands. Vendors access their dealers’ 
Rapid Recon workflow to sync work-in-progress status, communicate vehicle 
prioritization, send estimates and enable two-way messaging about a specific vehicle 
via mobile or desktop.

• Improves Progress Tracking — Integrated T2L enables both parties to track and manage 
workflows to enhance cost control and vendor productivity.

• Verifies Vendor Value — Provides the used car manager with the data needed to 
confirm vendor contribution to the dealership’s time-to-line objectives.
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CALL 650-999-0497 DEMO
www.rapidrecon.com

WE GET YOU.
Because our roots are yours. That’s why our stuff works - and continues 

to make us the efficiency standard in time-to-line, speed-to-sale 
reconditioning technology and best practices expertise.

MEET FIVE OF OUR 26 RECON EXPERTS:

KNOW IT. FIND IT. SELL IT.®

Read more bios at RapidRecon.com

THE NEXT

Stephany McLaughlin
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Background: Parts

Curtis Sampson
NEW BUSINESS MANAGER
Background: Used Cars, 
Finance, GSM, GM, Dealer

Josh Coutts
PRODUCT MANAGER
Background: Sales, Accessories, 
Reconditioning, Service

Brian Larremore
IMPLEMENTATION SPECIALIST
Background: Technician, Parts, 
Reconditioning, Collision

THE EFFICIENCY STANDARD IN 
DEALERSHIP RECONDITIONING PROCESSES AND SPEED TO SALE.

Anthony Martinez
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER PERFORMANCE
Background: Sales, Reconditioning

Curtis Sampson
NEW BUSINESS MANAGER
Background: Used Cars, 
Finance, GSM, GM, Dealer

Stephany McLaughlin
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Background: Parts

Josh Coutts
PRODUCT MANAGER
Background: Sales, Accessories, 

Know it. Find it. Sell It. is a registered trademark of Rapid Recon, Inc.
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For additional insight, visit the resources and videos at www.rapidrecon.com

WE WROTE THE BOOK(S) ON HOW TO INCREASE 
TURN AND GET CARS SALE-READY FASTER!  
Get Your Copy Now, Free with Demo

On www.rapidrecon.com you’ll find helpful recon 

planning resources, including these industry-

leading books about modern reconditioning: 

• Recon T2L – The Starting Line for Reversing  
 Margin Compression 

• Inventory is a Waste – Why Recon T2L Speed  
 to Sale Matters More Today Than Ever

CALL 650-999-0497 DEMO
www.rapidrecon.com
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